
Roman Legal Thinking and the AJodern
World

1"HEREare several aspects of this subject which immediately spring
to mind. The part played by the various schools of thought of the
Middle and subsequent ages in the transmission of Roman law to the

modern world might be profitably discussed at length. Or one might
examine in systematic detail the various aspects of the diflcrent systems of
modern law which have derived from Rome marking particularly the
details in which they are similar or different from the original Roman law,
or the study might be confined to one particular system oflaw such as our
own and a detailed analysis made of its Roman basis. Or one might even
make an analysis of the basic concepts of Roman law and compare them
with analogous ideas in modem systems. In short the field that can be
covered is vast and varied. But in this paper it is proposed to consider in
a general way the three broad aspects of Rome's influence on modern law
which may be said to be most important. The matter for consideration
may be formulated as follows :-

First, we shall examine the influence of Roman ideas in the field of
Public law, that is in that area of law which governs the relation between
the individual and the State and between States themselves.

Second, we shall consider briefly the influence of Roman law in the
realm of private law, that is that part of law which regulates the relation
between individuals. Particular attention will be paid to this aspect, as it
would appear to be especially significant fm us in Ceylon.

Third, of no less importance is the impact that the method and mecha-
nism of Roman legal thinking have had all modem jurisprudence and the
value of Roman law as a subject of study.

(1) Thl" illfillC//c[" l~fRolll(" ill shapillg Public Law.

This is an area ill which Roman law has had little detailed influence.
Roman ideas have had a general influence in shaping basic structure and
direction but the working out of details has depended 011 other consider a-
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tions and factors. As Sir Arthur Goodhart points out, one reason for the
popularity of Roman law is that" it is primarily concerned with private
law as contrasted with public law."! However, there arc three great con-
ceptions in modern Public law which owe their origin to Rome.

First, we have the idea of the state which developed out of but was
not identical with, thc Greek notion of the city-state,

Second, the idea of national sovereignty came from Rome.

Third, the aspiration towards an international polity and universalism
was cradled in Rome.

The ideas of the state and national sovereignty arc related. We can
consider them as two facets of the same phenomenon.t In Rome there
W1S never any doubt that the source of public authority was the people.
The people alone had the right to make laws and issue commands-the
people alone could defend the interests of the city. The whole public law
of Rome was based on this notion of popular sovereignty.

At the same time the organ of the people was the Roman state, the
Rcsp II Mica , which was superior to each individual that composed the state.
The State had unlimited authority over the Roman people and the individual
and had the power to exact the sacrifice of the individual's personal interests
for the common good. The State could impose social discipline. Even
when the city grew into the Empire the State retained the same characte-
ristics. The absolute authority of the State was as noticeable in the later
Empire as under the kings. As a result, for instance, a man could be made
curialis (a member of court) even against his own wishes. Indeed, it was
this conception of the State that made possible the kind of State socialism
found after the time ofDioclctian. Essentially, then, the State was for the
people, representative of the people and operated with the consent of the
people.

The Roman idea of the state as an instrument of the pcople gave rise
to the idea of the civil servant as a servant of the state to whom the power
of the state was delegated for the purpose of its exercise, As a consequence
the civil servant partook of the maicstas (sovereign power) of the rcsplfblica.

1. "Wh.« is Common L",' ,",7(, L.l\V Qu.utcrlv Hl"'i",\- (1')611), p. ~~.

2. For IIl1lCh uf the m.ucrial Oil this .rvpcc.r 1 ,IlII indebted to Mcvui.il, "1{PIlI:t1l Law", ill Lr,Q{/'")'
,~rthe ,\,fid"1<- .-'1),'<,.,(cd. Crump &. jurob), p. 3(,3.
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The Emperor, who was the arch-civil-servant, became absolute master with
uiaiestas from the time absolute or imperial power was confided to him.
Another consequence was that the authority of the civil servant was re-
garded as belonging to his office and not to his person. He had no right
of transmitting his powers by succession or otherwise nor could he extract
profit from his office as from private property. His office was exercised
in the name of all the people and in the interests of alJ the people. This
conception of the civil servant as a public official is fundamental to
Roman thinking.

It is true that later, in the case of the emperor, the pure conception of
delegation was corrupted by the influence of oriental ideas of personal power
so that the hereditary transmission of the throne became possible as did the
use of the fisClis (treasury) as the Emperor's privy purse. But these were
practical deviations allowed by way of compromise. No serious doctrinal
consequences followed, nor did they affect the position of the civil servant
in general.

One might have observed already that these ideas of public law, the
sovereignty of the people, the representative state and the civil servant-
delegate arc fundamental to modern democratic systems. In the case of
the Communist State or the Fascist dictatorship we must confess that the
basic notion of popular sovereignty has suffered something of an eclipse.
Thus, it is in the modern democratic state that we find the real Roman ideas
perpetuated.

However, it was not without competltlOll that the Roman ideas
survived. In the course of the medieval invasions the Roman public system
broke down. The basic notion of feudalism, namely personal fealty,
obtruded itself. The structure of feudalism had for its central figure the
chieftain to whom the people, organised ill tribes or semi-nomadic bands,
owed their loyalty because he was born into his position of chief. There
was no delegation of power, 110 notion of popular sovereignty. The King
was merely the arch-chieftain to whom the chieftains owed allegiance ipso
iure and ipso facto. It is 011 this barbarian conception of social structure
that those Royal houses which still exist in Europe sprang up.

When the renaissance of Roman law was inaugurated in the 11th and
12th centuries, the abstract conception of the Roman state reappeared. The
Church with its expanding range had prepared the minds of men for this
idea. The King and the chieftain had been weaned from their selfish
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desires by the insistence of the Church 011 the duties and responsibilities of
their o.t~ce to God. The Church had cmphasiscd the reign of peace 011

earth, the fundamental importance of justice and equity, charity and love
and the protection of the weak. The substance of the Church's teaching
was the same as the Roman idea, though in form it was different. Its cficct
was to make the king and the chieftain the servant of the public interest.
But it is important to emphasize that the change fr0111the feudal idea to
the older Roman idea, although facilitated by the Church, was theoretically
accomplished by reference to Roman legal doctrine. It was a text of
Justinian that was used to supply the exact foundation of the doctrinal
change.

The text reads 1S follows :-

"Sed ct quod principi placuit, legis habet vigorcm, Clllll legc regia,
quae dc imperio cius lata est, populus ei ct in cum Ol11I1esuum imperium
et potcstatem concessit."·'

(Translation)-Bllt what the Emperor has decided has the force of law,
because by the Royal law which has been passed concerning his authority,
the people has transferred to him and placed in him all its authority and
power.

This text reconciles two phases of constitutional doctrine. First, it
embodies the principle of popular sovereignty which can be traced back
to the earliest period and is found concretely expressed in the formula of
legislation senatus populusqu» Roiuauus, the senate and the people of Rome.
The right to command and make law was vested in the people alone, The
second principle expressed therein recognizes the supremacy of the Imperial
will which took the place of popular sovereignty in the later Empire. The
two principles were reconciled by reference to the concepts of delegation
and respresentation. Delegation was at first an actuality when the Lex
Regia was passed at the beginning of the rcign of each Emperor which
expressly authorised the delegation. Later it became a fiction and the
delegation was regarded as implied. Thm Imperial absolutism was made
compatible with the basic doctrine of Roman public law.

Medieval thinkers were impressed by the former principle-the
principle of popular sovereignty and it finds a prominent place in the
thinking of Aquinas and Bartolus, for instance. But the wars of the 16th
century made plain the dangers of the extreme dcmocriric view and in-

--..
3. Justinian, Institutes 2.1.6.
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clined the mind of man towards the problem of justifying the absolute
powers of the prince. Thus Hobbes exalted despotism but only because
it was based on the delegation of power by the people. Hobbes' notion
is basically the same as that to be found in Justinian. But in the 18th
century the theory of absolute sovereignty was breached and Rousseau led
the way in proclaiming that popular sovereignty was inalienable and that
royal power was limited and revocable. This was a recognition of the
theory of delegation which logically led to a qualification of absolutism.
And, strange as it may sound, all these theories were based on that same
text of Justinian.

The present theory of the democratic state also stems from the Roman
idea of popular and national sovereignty, though it has modified, in line
with Rousseau's thinking, the absolute power of the ruler or the governing
bodyY

The third idea, that of Universality, was also given to the world by
Rome. It was brought to fruition in the development of her legal system.
Other cities of classical times were committed to the narrowest parochialism.
Rome resisted this tendency. Rome brought together under her aegis
thousands of cities united in a bond of peaceful progress and mutual respect.
By regular steps she led up to the same degree of civilization men of widely
diftcrcnt races. She satisfied local peculiarities, while at the same time the
traits common to all humanity were exalted. With the whole known
Western world subjected to her laws she went far towards realizing the
ideal of a universal rule of equality over all its races. Christianity merely
gave a diflorcnt spiritual meaning to an ideal which Rome inaugurated.

The unity achieved by Rome's empire was broken up by the Germanic
invasions. They created a forest of petty local sovereignties jealous of
their autonomy and ill a perpetual state of war with each other. Hut the
subjugated people cherished the idea of the Pax Roniana. As a result of the
Church's influence an effort was made to restore the universal bond. First,
the Roman Empire of the W est and then the Holy Roman Empire expressed
this aspiration. But stuborn facts obstructed these efforts and national
kingdoms developed where there prevailed highly distinctive features
distinguishing them individually from the world without. Roman law,
i.c, Roman private and public law, then filled the role of the unifying agent .

..-.... - ...

3a. Otto Kiefer, however, sees the will to power behind Roman ideas: Se,\'I/'II.Life ill Allciellt
Rome, PI'. 65, (,7, It is submitted that this does not affect the theory comtuonly held and reflected ill

the text here.
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The universal compass of its moral authority and its practical usefulness
made it appealing to all. It also ensured the acceptance of the same ideas
of equity and social justice, discipline and administrative order. It brought
the kingdoms together in a C01111110ncivilization. It united scholars in
a great commonwealth of thought. Education was open to all from all
parts, universities were universal and there came a renaissance of Roman
law. The second renaissance came about after the local wars and jealousies
of the 16th century. The ideal of a universal republic came back to life.
This is what fired the French Revolution.

The idea of universality found its quickest and fullest development
in the middle agcs in spite of local feuds and wars in the intcrnal1ifc of
certain countries. For instance, in France the 13th and 14th centuries saw
the educated classes drawn closer by the intercourse of co 111111011universities.
The Royal houses, moreover, called to their councils the intellectual pick
of every province and sent them forth as governmental representatives into
the country. Thc idea of the Roman Empire developed into a model for
a central bureaucracy for the government of the provinces. Absolute
monarchy was inaugurated and it went forth in the footsteps of the Roman
state. Centralization was brought about and it was this beginning that
the revolutionary leaders, intoxicated with the strong wine of classical
democracy, nude more complete.

The modern democratic state progresses along the same lines and the
modern aspiration for universal unification is to be traced back to the much
simpler Roman ideal. The League of Nations, the United Nations, indeed,
the growing respect for international law and order are merely fruits of
a seed sown over twenty centuries ago.'

Apart from the idea! of universality, the Roman contribution to the
formation of the conception of international law cannot be overestimated.
The Greeks had developed the idea of the city-state P'" cxccllcuc« but they
also demonstrated that provided independent and sovereign states had
C0111mon interests, thcv could live together in a cornmunitv. However,
the rules binding upon' such states in their mutual relations were conceived
as of religious significance and not of a particularly legal quality. The
Romans, on the other hand, were both keenly conscious of the h:([nl cha-
racter of law and paid special attention to their relations with foreign
nations. Although ambassadors were always regarded as inviolable, an
idea that survives today, the relations of Rome with a foreign state depended
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on whether or not there existed a treaty of friendship between it and Rome.
These treaties were regarded as binding and often contained a provision
according to which future controversies should be settled by arbitration of
the so-called recuperatorcs. Roman law rcgarded war as a legal insiitu-
tion. There were four different "just" reasons for war. (i) violation of
the Roman dominions; (ii) violation of ambassadors; (iii) violation of
treaties; (iv) support given during wars to an opponent by a hitherto
friendly state. But war could only be declared if satisfaction was not given
by the foreign state. There were no rules governing the conduct of the
war but as regards its termination some rules existed. Moreover, treaties
with foreign states had special effects in Roman municipal law. To sum
up one might quote Oppenheim:

"It thus appears that the Romans gave to the future the examples of
a state with legal rules for its foreign relations. As the legal people par
excellence, the Romans could not leave their international relations without
legal treatment. And though this legal treatment can in no way be com-
pared to modern International Law, yet it constitutes a contribution to
the Law of Nations of the future, insofar as its example furnished many
arguments to those to whose efforts we owe the very existence of our
modern law of nations.":'

Later the civilians were ill their commentaries on the Corpus [uris
Civiiis to touch upon many questions of the future international law, which
were discussed from the basis of Roman law. The Roman stock of con-
ccptions was initially accepted as the basis of international law by Cretins
and his successors.!" Private law analogies from the Roman law have been
used in the Iorrnatiou of rules for international [aw.> For example, the
Roman law notion of servitude, a right over property belonging to another,
has provided the basis for a similar conccpt in international law so as to
enable one State to have certain rights ill rctn over the territory of another
Statc.? Also the law relating to the acquisition of territory by a State has
been cast in :I Roman mould." In most cases, however, developments and

4. Oppenhci m-Lautcrp.uhr, Internotionnl Law Vol. f (Hth. cdn.), p. 77.
-+(7. Yntemn. "Homan L:l\V as the Basis of Comparative Law," in Lalli: :1 Cflltflry (~( j>r(),~n·s.\c

V,,1. II, PI'. 346-349.
S. See Lautcrpacht, Private L(//I' SVllrees ,Ill.! Analogies, passim, See also a note on "The Influcnr.

of Roman Law Oil lutcrnatioual Law" ill 1 Tulane L. It 120.
6. rile Aaiand Island'» COlltr')l'ersy. League of Nations Official Journal, Special Supplement No.3.

p. 17.
Oppcuheim-Lautcrpachr, opcit, note 4, p. 535; Mcnair, "So Called State Servitudes," (, British

'c"'(If/J""k u( Intern.nional Law (1 '.!25), p. 111.
7. Oppenheim-Lauterpacht. oprit, 110te -I, p .. ')45; Maine, lntcmatioiu! LIII', P: 20; Jcnks

Co 11111'"II Lll1' ,,(Jllalll<illd, p. 417.
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additions of international life require that legal ideas proceed fIr beyond the
confines of the original Roman analogies. It may be mentioned here that
the veto in the Security Council has been traced to the Tribunicial veto
by Rome.

"The principle of unanimity or the veto powers of the five perlllalll'llt
members of the Security Council of the United Nations Illay be said to
derive historically from this development of Roman law, particularly from
the institution of the veto or negative power (intercessio) of the plebians.l'"

As Maine points out, in general
" a great part of international hw is Roman law, spread over

Europe by a process exceedingly like that which, a few centuries earlier,
had caused other portions of Roman law to filter into the interstices of every
European legal systcm."H(f

(2) The il~filll'llce of Roman Law 011Modrri. Private Law,

The private law systems of the world, whether in the East or the West
can be broadly divided into three main categories. There are those which
derive from the systems of the European continent, which might be termed
the Civil law systems of law, there arc those developed out of the English
law, known as common law svstcms and tinallv we have the Communist

, I

system of law.

In the present connection, the latter docs not call for particular con-
sideration. In so far as revolutionary ideas based on Marxist theories of
society were introduced into the countries in which the system prevails,
those legal systems have no relation to Roman law as such, while in the case
of many of these countries in so far ::IS they retained some vestiges of the
system previously obtaining in them, their systems would be direct deri-
vatives of the civil law systems.

That leaves us with the other two categories of legal systems-the
Civil law systems and the Anglo-Saxon systems. The Civil law systems
arc truly based on Roman ideas while the systems of English vintage only
felt the touch of Roman ideas.

H. Franklin, "The Roman origin and the American Justification of the Tribunitial or Veto Power
in the Charter of the United Nations," 22 TlIJ. L.R. (1947), 24.

;;a. lntcmationol Law, p. 20. See also Westlake. International Law, Pan I, p. 15, Anz ilorri, 1 Co",.'
iI,' 1)",;1 1111""",1;"'/(1/ (tr.msl.ition by Gidcl), p. 2. and Jenks, COIIIIII,'" Law <>/ i\1./IIk;lId, Pl'. L, and 146.
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Other systems which existed in the past have, for the most part, only
a piecemeal existence today, being generally valid only in well-defined
areas of private human relations mainly personal and testamentary law.
I refer to such systems as Muslim and Hindu law, Jewish law, Kandyan
law and the Thesavalarnai. The Scandinavian svstcms arc a notable
exception. They have a personality of their OWI~, but even there the
Roman influence has been fclt.?

(a) The Cillil Law Systems.
Of the leading systems, let us consider the Civil law systems first.

Here we find a further bifurcation. Most Civil law systems have been
codified whether such codification was originally adopted or imposed by
force. Thus, in the former colonies of such powers as France and Germany
we find the codified civil law. Though largely based on Roman ideas these
codes contain several modifications and novelties. However, there is still
the system which obtained in Holland before the codification in that country
which survives uncodified in South Africa and Ceylon. The modern
Roman-Dutch system is a combination of Roman law and Teutonic custom
with some injection of English legal ideas. But the Roman element is still
quite strong.

Surveying the prevalence of the Civil law systems in the world, one
could make the following observations.

In Europe, the Roman law forms the basis of the systems established
in Scotland (although here since the Act of Union the influence of the
English common law has been strong), the Channel Islands, France, Belgium,
Holland, Germany, Switzerland, Spain and Italy. In all these countries
except the Channel Islands the law has bee-ncodified in one form or another.
The Roman law even had an influence in forming the pre-revolutionary
law of Russia. Roman law is also the- basis of the- law of Malta 'which has
now adopted the Italian Civil Code.

In Asia, the Roman Dutch system survives in Ceylon and Roman law
is the basis of the legal systems of the- former American, Dutch, French and
Spanish colonies.

'J, SeL' GOJnJrd, "Civil Law, Common LJW and Scandinavian Law", Scandinavian Studies ill L"II',
(1960), p. 27, Certain sections of the Middle East are also exceptions ill that they arc ~()\"crncd by
islami« l.rw: Sl'C Brvrc. 1 .)/IId;",< in Hi,'I,")' andlurisprudence, p, 7-1,
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The Mediterranean coast of Africa follows the Roman tradition, while
Egypt has a Civil code on the French model. Mauritius and the Seychelles,
the Ill' de Bourbon and Madagascar have Civil systems. Thc Roman-Dutch
law prevails in South Africa, Southcm Rhodcsia and South Wcst Africa.

South America and Mexico belong to the Civilian tradition with the
exception of British Guiana where the common law has superseded the
Roman Dutch law, and British Honduras. In the West Indies, the island
of St. Lucia has a Roman system. North America consists largely of
common law jurisdictions with the exception of the province of Quebec
in Canada and the State of Louisiana in the United States which retain their
Roman ancestry.

It is significant that as between the Civil law and the common law
where a country has had a choice, the Civil law has bccn preferred. One
might be permitted to quotc a leading exponcnt of the common law, Sir
Arthur Goodhart, at this point:

"Whcn Turkey, in 1926, decided to replace its antiquated legal system
by a modern one, it took its criminal law from the Italian Code and its
civil law from the Swiss and German ones. In the same way, Japan based
its new system on Continental law, in spite of its close commercial relation-
ship with Great Britain and the United States. Thcsc arc only two illus-
trations of the fact that whenever there has been a choice between the
common law and the Roman law which is, of course, the basis of the
modern continental codes, the decision has always been in favour of the
Roman law."!"

For our purposes, we might consider the general influence of Roman
law on the development of the Civil law systems as such, looking for the
morc significant trends since only a general account can be givcn here. Wc
might summarisc the position by saying that there is almost no legal field
in which the influence of Roman law has not been felt while there is none
in which it has operated unalloyed. I I

10. 01" tit, note 1, p. 45.
11. A few detailed and specialist works on the survival of Roman law in the civil law systems

might be mentioned: Sherman, R,)tIlall Law ill the Modern World, 3 vols ; Lee ,"Civil Law and the
Common Law-A World Survey," 14 Michigan Law Review (1915), p. R9; Lee, "Roman LJW in
the British Empire," Atti de Congresso Intcrnationalc de Diritto Romano (1935), p. 265; Lee. "Mo-
dcrnus Usus Juris Civilis," 22 Tulane Law Review (1947), p. 131; Bryce, Studies in History and
Jurisprudence, Vol. I. li5 If; Wood Renton, "Foreign Law in the British Empire," 23 Round Table
(1933), p. 362; Lawson.vl CO/lllllon Lawyer looks at the Civil Law, p. 91 If; Wylie, "Roman Law as
an Element in European Culture" 65 Soutn African Lawjoumal, (1948), p. 4 ff. 349 If, Beinart, "Roman
Law in South African Practice" 69 So11th African Lm' Journal (1952), p. 145; Fisher, "Scotland and the
Roman Law," 22 Tulane Law Review (1947), p. 13; Stein. "The Influence of Roman Law on the Law
of Scotland' (Mimeographed).
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In the law of property Roman influence appears most clearly. The
whole conception of ownership, its attributes and its bounds is taken directly
from Roman sources, though the distinction currently made between
movables and immovables is not basically Roman.' 1 (I Similarly, the
analysis of the distinction between ownership and possession is of Roman
origin. The action and sanctions pertaining to the right of ownership
derived from the Roman rei viiuiicatio, But these basic ideas of property
law did not find acceptance without a struggle. In France, for instance,
it was not until 1789 that the simple Roman conception of indivisible
ownership triumphed over the piecemeal tendencies of the feudal doctrine
of estates. In other parts of Europe it took even longer.

The Roman notion was that ownership was absolute in the sense that
the owner's title was not mere! y better than others but the only title to a
thing. A person was either an owner or not an owner. The doctrine of
estates is built on a notional entity which can bc carved up according to
various principles. The object is to permit a settlor to prcvent permanent
alienation of property, whilst permitting its alienation for limited periods.
Roman law madc provision for the tcmporary use of things, especially land
and slaves, by resort to three methods:

(i1) the contract of hire which permitted a tenant to rent the land;
(") the usufruct which permitted lifc interests in property;
(r) the jideicommissulJl which permitted the settlor to leave property

with a restriction that it should not be alienated but should pass
on to the heirs of the beneficiary.

The first alternative was entirely contractual and had no repercussions
011 the law of prop~rty. The second created a real right or right ill 1"(,111

which was protected against any person who acquired the ownership of
the land. The third method originally operated strictly ill persollalll and
111dno effect on the property aspect, but later the prohibition against
alienation was given effect in rem, though not against a bona Jide purchaser
for value. This modification of absolute ownership facilitated the con-
struction of family settlements. The lfSI!fi'lIct on the other hand was con-
ceived essentially as a right in rent to use a thing and appropriate its fruits.
It was used particularly to provide for a widow and was thought of as a
right in some one else's property. But sometimes it was regarded as part
of the ownership into which it could merge without express convcyance

11.t, The distinrtion existed in Rom:", law but was not of imporr.mcc: see c.g. Digest 41.1.60
4.1./6.1.6 .uul 7, -n.2n.~.
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to the owner. However, the usufructuary did not havc Icg-ll possession
of the thing, although a remedy WIS ~iVCllhim to protl'ct his possession.
It would seem that the usufruct W1S more or less an estate.

The modern civil notion of property follows this pattern as [U' <IS

ownership is concerned. Absolute ownership, usufruct arid .pdcic01l1l1lisSIIIIL
all survive in more or less the same way in which they existed ill Roman
law. This structure has been crincised on conceptional grounds'? but it
still persists as the basic structure of the Civil law of property.

Further, the Roman law of property is still referred to in particular
details especially in the Roman-Dutch systems. For example, the rule that
a servitude once constituted can only be altered by mutual consent which
is not the case where a servitude is created simpliciter is fully rccogniscd,
as in the old Roman law.l ' The Roman interpretation of constructive
delivery for the purpose of transfer by traditio is also current in the acceptance
of the notions of constitutiun posscssorium and traditio IOIl!,za inauu, H i.c,
respectively, the notion that delivery takes place where the transferor
already holds the thing on agreement between the parties to the transfer
that the transferor should continue to keep the thing as a bailee and the
notion that delivery takes place where the transferee already holds the
thing when there is agreement between the parties to the transfer that the
transferee should continue to hold the thing as owner.

Yet in the field of property there have been:modifications of the Roman
law as in the case of the lease. In some fields the law has been extended
as where a trustee of a Mosque has been held to have possession sufficient
for the issue of the possessory interdict undv vi 15, a position unknown to the
Roman Jaw. Thc Roman law of mortgage, 011 the other hand, has suite-red
considerably under the influence of the Teutonic law and statute in the
Roman-Dutch jurisdictions. 16

The law of obligations fell more quickly under Roman sway. Bar-
barian practices and theory were rudimentary and inadequate for the
widespread juristic relations of trade and industry. In its fme analysis of

12. Lawsoll,1"1 Ctllllllltlll L,lII'yer lool:: at the Civil LIII'. pp. 112 and 205.
13. Digest R.L9 in Cardell." Estate Ltd. Y. Lewis 1920 Appellate Division. p. 114-1(South Africa).
14. Digest 6.7.7 and 41.2.18 in Go/dil1gt'l"., Trustee v. Whitelaw ""d 8,,,, 1917 Appellate Division,

p. 66 (South Africa) and Digest -11.2.1.41 in Croucncwald« v. V,Hldcl' Mt'I'IIle. 1')17 ApP"lhtc Division
p. 233 (South Africa).

15. Abdul A;::t'C~·v .. 1bdllf R"hill"'" ,Hlldliy,,1' 1'111) Appeal Cases p. 7-16.
16. See Lee, Introduction III Rovnan-Dnuh l.aw, (10:;3) p. lRJ If, alld the MI)rtg;lgc Act No. (, ofl'j';1J

in Ceylon.
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the intention of the parties, its reasoned elaboration of the dements and
eflects of contracts Roman Jaw stood alone and without rival in the Middle
Ages. Roman law was studied and applied in this field so that customs were
superseded by it and by the 13th and l-lch centuries we find the Roman law
of obligations fully accepted.

In the fleld of contract, the Roman jurists had worked out J system
which reguired something more than mere agreement for the creation of
a binding legal relation. This something more was identified either ill
terms of form as in the stipulation or by reference to particular situations
of fact which were given legal significance. A bare agreement (a nudum
pactum) was not legally valid in general. So much so that Ulpian could
say "Sed cum nulla subest causa propter conventionem hie constat non
posse constitui obligationcm."!? ("Butwhen no causa obtains, it is accepted
in this case that on account of the mere agreement an obligation cannot be
formed".) Causa was a legal figure, not generally defined but having
concrete significance. As Lawson points out the four consensual contracts,
sale, hire, partnership and mandate were the product of analysis which
reduced "thc greater part of normal business activity to four simple pro-
cesses" and worked out their implications. 18 Apart from these, stipulation
or the formal contract was the most important recognised form of con-
tracting. Other recognised causae for contracting also required something
more than mere agreement.

However, the legally recognised causae were well settled. The modern
civil law systems while accepting much of the Roman law on the implica-
tions of the consensual contracts have advanced beyond the Roman concep-
tion of causa and gencralised it to such an extent that it means no more than
a voluntary, serious and deliberate intention of the parties to enter into
contractual relations." The English notion of consideration or qllidpro qllO,
on the other hand, is distinctly not identified with the modern meaning
of ratlsa.20

In the application of what is basically the Roman law of contract,
English and American decisions were often cited in South African and
Ceylon courts but this is generally not at the expense of the Roman law.
This is so especially in commercial and maritime matters. In Ceylon, of

17. Digest 2.14.7.4.

1R. Lawson, "I'. cit, p. 133.
1<). ""'IY.lIiir v. ROS."'IlIlJ, 1<)\<) Appellate Division p. 17<) (South Africa).
20. }.l},.IJl"irkYrlllf v. A"hlr.15mi}"l. (191X) Appeal Cases 1'. Rm (P.c.). 20 New Law Reports 1'. 2R9.
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course, statute has replaced the Roman-Dutch law in Illany matters classified
as contractual, e.g. partnership and sale of goods. But this is in particular
fields. The general principles of the law of contract remain basically
Roman.

Some examples may be given of reference to Roman texts in the appli-
cation of contractual law in the Roman-Dutch systems.

(i) In a contract of lease, where a landlord £1ils to execute those
reasonable repairs which the common law requires him to do, the tenant
may effect such repairs himself and deduct the cost from the rent."! This
is a rule stated in the Digest 19.2.25.2.

(ii) Where there arc redhibitory defects in a thing bought, the buyer
could in Roman la-wbring au actio quanti minoris for recovery of a part of the
price which was apparently the difference between the price paid and the
price the buyer would have paid if he had known of the defect.22 In the
modern Roman-Dutch law the buyer has the same action but the amount
recovered is the difference between the price paid and the value of the
defective article.23

(iii) In the contract of pledge a pnctum connuissorium is illegal, because
it is too oppressive to debtors following Code 8.34.r"

In the allied field of quasi-contract modern civil law systems have
generalised a doctrine of unjust enrichment fro111Roman 1ll0dcls.2s In a
South African case referenc~ was made to several Roman texts when an
action was allowed in quasi-contract.26

Of delict especially in the codified systems it might be said that there
has been generalisation beyond recognition. The position is best described
in the words of Lawson:

21. PaYIlI,"/I'. Crall, 1910 Appellate Division p. 20:; (South Africa), CII"'y('I!.1~1'11I v. Dixon, (lR39)
1 Lorenz p. 2.

22. Digest 19.1.13; 21.1.(,1.
23. S. A. Oil and Fill JIII/II.<lr;I''<, Ltd. v, Park Rvni« rFlI'l/ill,~ C,. Ltd.1'J1(, Appellate Division p. 4(l()

(South Africa).
24. M"l'flldllka v. A.<hillglt111,1919 Appellate Division p. 3·13(South Africa).
25, See Dawson, Unjust Enrichment and Buckland and Mcnair. Roman Lau: "".1 C,lI/IIIIO" Law.

\,.336, See also Hass'llIa/l); v. Cassim, (1960) 61 New Law Reports p. 529 (p.C).
26. Vall R(,II.<bf~~ v. Slr,lig/l,lII, 1914 Appellate Di vision p. 400 (South Afric:l). Texts r(fered to

were Digest 12.6.14,26.::i .. 1. pr., 30.17.211,(1.
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"But nowhere docs the law look vcrv Roman, For the Roman law
of delict, like the common Jaw of tort, is b~sed on separate actions ,designed
to enforce liability for specific dclicts. There are actions for various kinds
of theft, another one for robbery, another for insult and personal injury,
and a number of actions for negligent damage to property, to 'lay nothing
of actions for fra ud, intimidation and the like. There is also a separate
head of quasi-delict, under which arc grouped several actions which seem,
though by no means certainly, to have for their object the enforcement of
vicarious liability on a strict basis.

The modern law seems to be a compound of customary and Roman
clements fused together by the natural lawyers. The standards of conduct
'which it enforces and failure to conform to which it stigma tizcs as fault, come
fi:omRomanLaw and especially from the Roman law of damage to property,
which had grown up around the Lex Aqllilia. That statute had made
persons liable for certain kinds of damage done contrary to law, which by
the classical period had come to mean intentionally or negligently. This
requirement of fault was maintained in all the other actions which gradually
extended the scope of liability to almost all other kinds of damage. It has
been retained in the modern law, which, as has already been stated, bases
liability clearly on fault.

On the other hand, the modern civil law has no forms of action in
delict or indeed anywhere else. The Roman actions have entirely di~-
appeared, thc:ft and robbery arc- no longer regarded as belonging to Civil
law; they have passed over entirely to criminallaw."27

III the Roman-Dutch jurisdictions the Roman action for iuiuria survives
in :t developed form and liability for animals is still referred to the old
Roman actions, while there have been interpolations from the Teutonic
law such 15 the action for loss of services caused by death which was not
recognised in the Roman Iaw.28

Some examples of direct reference to Roman law in these jurisdictions
ma y be mentioned:

(i) Under the Lex Aquilia, liability was limited to responsibility for
commissions, omissions being excluded: Digest 9.2.7.8. This is the modern
law: if a road authority does nothing to repair a road it is not liable, whereas
if repairs are done there is liability for a negligcnt mistcasancc.t?

'27. Lawson. "I'. cit, p. 153.
2fl. I 'Ilioll C,Weflllllrll( v. W,'fIlrkc. 1'111 Appellate Division p. 157 (South Afrieo), rejecting ni~("st

0.:\.15; See Carolis v. DOli Bastin», (I~I'» '2 Supreme Court Circular 1'. IH4.
'2'). Halliwell v. J'I/"'""C-,II/Ic~ .HlIlli(ip,d (:,IIII/(i!. 1'i 1~ Appcllar« I )is'ision p. (I:;') (South Atriu).
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(ii) The law of contributory negligence is based on the Homan
concept of CII/Pt1 cotupensatio found in Digest 9.2.9.4.30

(iii) The diversion of underground water, if done maliciously, has
been held to be unlawful if it causes damage to a ncighbour, following Digest
39.3.1.12.·'1

(iv) Recentlv in relation to liability for animals the actio de pasftt of
the Roman law W,lS referred to :IS a basis of liabilitv.v'

(v) Joint wrongdoers arc liablc severally and jointly ;/1 solidum,
following Digest 9.2.11.4.-'-'

Family law, however, was shaped more by Christian and Teutonic
conceptions than by Roman law. The Roman family was founded on
narrow bases. Power and authority, imperative, absolute and unyielding
of the pater [auiilias formed the central core. An insufficient place was
allotcd to marriage and the C01111110n:d-rcctions of the two parents one for
another and for their children. The Christian idea of the family was much
more attractive than the mechanical idea of Roman law._13Cl The Christian
£llllily was based entirely on natur al tics of blood and mutual atlcction, the
kinship of all whom those tics united was upheld and the personality of the
child was reverenced even in the attitude towards discipline. Although
Roman law had in the course of its development softened some of the
harshness of its early conceptions, its foundations remained unchanged.
The Teutonic £1mily was more open to Christian influences than to the
Roman because the feeling of common interest was regarded as more
important than the dry, categorical impcrati vc of discipline. The ordinance
of marriage and the regulation of property arrangements within the family
came under the influence of Canon law. The entire separation of interests
between spouses and the unqualified protection of the property rights of
married women JS at Rome was rejected. The Church made the wife a
partner for richer and poorer, for better or fN worse, in the management of

30, L£'I"''''' , Lul. v. B/,;I;s" S,'''I'' Air«, Co, I'll-! Appellate' Di visio» p, 1 (South Ati'ira); Set'
1',lIId,,/, /1"/'1",, L Morris (1915) IH New Law Reports p, 4'm,

31, (-";",, C,','em"I/'''1 v ,\1,,,,,;,,_ 1')1p Appcll.u,: lJiviviou p, ~~II (S()tllh Atric.r).

31, 1',l!I L)'I v, K"I2'C, 1%1 (~) South AfriDli Law Reports p, 114 (T) (South Africr),
33, Sa"df ,/lid J)" 1''''-,;; v. .\1('/'{-;('I', 1'117 Appvll.irc Division 1'_:>2 (South Atr ic»). For thy' Ceylon

law See' Mact: v. Perera, (1"31):13 New Lu-v Report- 1'_ 179, all'\_"I!I''''','Ill), v. "j/'I'''''''''')', (1928) Ceylon
Law Rcrordcr p, 3("

33,,- A ditferent view of Roman l.iw is rakcn bv \lii,mk fo\\kr ill I~,'I/'" PI', .';-;,-11, -k:!. lIur the
view stared ill the text Sl'l'IIlS to be the better view ..
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the conjugal patrimony. Indeed, in places we see the Roman law specifically
abrogated. Thus the rule in the modern Roman-Dutch law is that two
persons who commit adultery may lllarry when free to do so contrary to
Digest 4.9.13 and Novcl134.12.31

But this is not to say that Roman law played no part in family law. For
instance the institution of guardianship35 and the doctrine of restitutio in
illtegwm ob actatc in the case of incapacities progressed in the Middle Ages
and survived in modern law because of Roman law.

In the field of succession, Roman law forced intestate succession into
the background. Normal succession was by will. Death was regarded
as a misfortune which required providing for in advance and it was a
signiflcant point of departure for changes in property and other rights.
The will was all important, for it was ~ starting point and it is signiflcant
that in testate succession assumption of title by the heir and the commence-
mcnt of administration were not automatic but depended upon some act
of the heir himself.

The Roman idea that a man's property devolves as a single whole has
been accepted into the modern law while the law of testate succession has
hardly changed since the time of Justinian. The theories governing the
paymeut of the debts of the deceased and the rights of legatees arc also
Roman. A signiflcant departure from the Roman law is to be found in
the treatment of legitilll or the reserved portions. The modern Roman-
Dutch systems have accepted the non-Roman principle of complete freedom
of testation, while the rules governing legitilll in continental systems arc not
Roman at all. Moreover, in South Afric.l and Ceylon the figure of the
English type of executor has infiltrated from the English law and the heir
has become marl' or less a residuary lcg1tee.35rt The law of intestacy is,
on the other hand, almost totally of non-Roman origin in all civil law
systems.

As examples of direct reference to Roman law in Roman Dutch law
in the field of testate succession one might refer to:

(i) the rule that advances even though they are debts must be accounted
for when a collatio [,0110/'11/11 of property is made,36 and

J~. E.'We f{";Il.II/I<1I11/ v. H6"",".m", 1919 Appellate Division 1'. 99. (South Africa); Rabo! v
0" Silra, (1909) 12 New Law Reports p. HI.

3S. For an outline of the Roruau-Durch law see Lee, lntroduaiou to ROIII,m Lall', (I'JS3), p. 98 fT.

35". Malli)',' v. Ariynrl/('I<', (1963) 65 New Law Reports p. 145.
.lh. Esune ~.,," ,'\'M,df'll v. l istat« """ .,\;"",drll. 1')1(, Appellate Division p. 175 (South Afric.i)

ti)II"\\'il1~ Digest, 6.:W.10.
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(ii) the rule that a person who writes a will for another cannot take
any benefit under itY

There are examples also in the Roman-Dutch law of the Roman law
being clearly modified or rejected. Thus the rule that an adulterine child
has a right to succeed to its mother is directly contrary to thc Roman law
rule in Code 5.5.6.,38 while Dutch practice has been admitted to permit ;1

.fideicommissul/1 of property to be created by act inter vivos duly rcgistcrcd.s?

As for legal procedure, barbarian theories of wager of law, narrow
formalism and dtsiugcnuous subtleties gave rise to a shapeless mass totally
unfit to stand up against the simple, clear orderly procedural mechanism
of the Roman [cnnulae. The church played its part in securing the accep-
tance of Roman procedural methods but it was essentially their attraction
that accounted for their easy acceptance. In Ceylon, however, procedure
and evidence arc governed by statute.

To formulate the leading idea in the part played by Roman law ill the
development of the modern civil law svttcms is not easy. But seen as a
social phenomenon in a social context, 'Roman law may be said to have
facilitated more than any other theoretical factor the passage of European
societies from the economics of the agricultural family to the rule of com-
mercial and industrial individualism, though it was not the sole £1ct01'.
Roman law took the lead, which was crowned only in the French Revolu-
tion, for the emancipation of individual property from the tics of family
and scigncurial collectivism-a primitive stage of development which Rome
had left £'u· behind when the impact of the Germanic invasion was felt.
The Roman legal system was fully individualistic at the time of the Ger-
manic invasions, although traces of the f.1mily concept still remained.
The individual had absolute power over his property and the law of obli-
gations in particular applicd principles of individual consent and responsi-
bility. These conceptions had been more or less fully worked out by the
jurists. But there was a peculiar contradiction in Romanlaw. There was
a veneration for the family incarnate ill its chief, while at the same time

37. Benischowitz v. The Moster, 1'.12.1 Appellate Division P . .1K'J (Sourh Africa), foll",villS Digcsr
-Iti. 10 and Code 9.2.3.2. and 3, Atillawl'ik.li v. Thcmt», (19-1-1)-I:; New Law Reports 457.

38. GrccfI v, Filzgerald, 191-1 Appellate Division p. 88 (South Africa), IVickr'IlI1lIIl.t)'.,kc v. Pcrer.t
(1908) 11 New Law Reports p. 171.

In Ceylon the rule is embodied in section 33 uf the Marriruonial Rights and Inheritance: Act 1876.
39. British South .eYried c". v. lllll",/lay" AIl1/lici!,,,lil),. 1<)14 Appellate Division 1'. 8-1 (Sourh

Africa).
See also Altauutddit Lcbbc v. SflIL'l"(~lIIfllll'l, (1()"16):1 CcylunWecklv Rq'Urts p, 2()N,
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individual discretion was sanctified. The pater--familias became the champ--
ion of individualism although the members of the family were submerged.
This archaic dement was eliminated only by the acceptance of the Christian
idea of the family. Roman individualism Was the challenge that the
Teutonic organisation of Europe based on feudal ownership and domination
had to meet. Ultimately in the twelfth century the Italian renaissance
brought back the principles of the Roman law and they came to stay,
although it took seven centuries before their triumph was achieved in
certain parts of Europe. In the case of the Roman-Dutch law, the reception
of the individualistic elements of Roman law was achieved quite early.

Codification, although it deprived Justinian's jurists of their binding
force, has not prevented continued reference to chcm, and the Roman law
continues to be present in spirit. It is important, however, that in the
Roman Dutch systems Roman law is still a living artery.

32

(b) Tt« COI/IIIW/l La", Systems

Anglo--Saxonlaw, on the other hand, has preserved its identity, though
it too has felt the incidental influence of Roman law.40 A cultural interest
in Roman law was first shown in the time of the first Italian renaissance.
It was studied certainly at Canterbury and perhaps at Oxford. Indeed,
this led to the use of Roman classifications by one of the earliest English
legal writers, Bracton.

But in the 12th and 13th centuries the operative influence of Roman law
was significant. A clear instance of borrowing is to be found in the Assize
of novel disseisin which originated from the Roman action III/de vi. This
action related to the protection of possession.

English La w experienced a bifurcation in the 14th and 15th centuries.
The jurisdiction of the chancellor to administer law was recogniscd. This
jurisdiction existed apart from the authority of the ordinary courts of the
common law. In a very real sense the scope of the chancellor's jurisdiction,
known as Equity, was to supply the inadequacies and correct the errors of
the common law of England. Indeed, we find that some very important
areas and concepts of modern English law are to be attributed to Equity
which has now been fused into a corporate system with the conunon law.

-"
411, On thi- subject see inter ali.: Lee' "The Introduction of Roman and Anglo--S3xon Law," hI

Smith Africau Law Jomnal (1'144). p. 153; Holdsworth. The lnttucnce 4 ROlli",' LlI" ,m Equity. passim
Lt'. \'\'-U II 111:111 , /;'/l~/isj, L,:~nl '{'r,II/iti'>I/.l'n;.'im; Pluck nett , .1 Coucis« Histor» "(II,e Ct

'
llmll'" L"I', 1'".',';'11.
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III the early period of Equity, at its very inception in fact, we find that
Roman law had some influence in determining its development. Some
of the fundamental concepts of Equity, such as the Trust, arc dearly and
purely English, but when equity assumed the jurisdiction over legacies and
the administration of wills from the ecclesiastical courts certain Roman
conccpts were also taken from them. In the discussion of cases arising in
this field frequent reference was made to the Roman law. Moreover, there
was another source of indirect influence. The Chancellor and lawyers
ill the courts of equity W,TC learned in the Roman authorities which, if not
consciously, at any rate, unconsciously guided their thinking. On the.
other hand while admitting that the Roman law had some influence on the
development of English equity we must take care not to overemphasize
this influence. On the whole, English Equity is peculiarly English and was
framed in an English mould.

It has been said that during the period 1600 to 1900 Roman law fonnd
some place in English law and that Lord Mansfield in particular used Roman
sources in the application and development of English private law. How-
ever, the evidence seems to show that this was not really the cast'. Even
in the Admiralty Court; which administered the Law Merchant, only the
Roman law origins of that system could be detected. The particular form
it took in those centuries was not affected by Roman authorities. In short,
even in these courts where Roman law show cd signs of survival, it was
merely 011e of the many features in a constantly receding background.
There was little dircct use of the Roman Ia\V even in this department.

English law, all the whole, remained stubbornly English and per-
sistently resisted the overpowering 1ttraction of the Roman system. The
more English law developed the less use did it make of Homan models.
Indeed, Roman law was strictly relegated to the precincts of the Univer-
sities, a subject for academic study and comparison at best.

(3) Ronuu: Legal i\4ctllOa ill lv[oacmjllrisprtldcllce and the Stl/ay olRoinnuLaur.

Finally, we come to a consideration of the Roman legal method in
modern j urisprudence and of the value of thc study of Roman hw. ROlll111
law in its essential and fund'lll1cllt1l aspects W1S not developed by legislation.
There were important statutes such as the Twelve Tables but the private
law of Rome developed primarily through the progres~ive interpretation
and gradual formulation of custom. Enactment as such was definitely
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regarded as a much less important source of development. Ev. n the
Praetorian edict which played a large part in the later development of the
law was based on what m;!.y be called the common or customary law.
Moreover, even in the application of statute law, the same method of
juristic interpretation was used.

The unenactcd law was not a confused mass but the steady tradition
of a learned class, a tradition which was becoming more scientific and
systematic. What was originally the department of the priestly class be-
came later the function of a specially educated group of lawyers or prudmtcs.
Th':5e were distinct from pleaders or advocates in the courts of Jaw who
did not necessarily have a technical knowledge of the law. As De Zulucta
says "Hut the prudcntcs, as :1 class stood :1 little apart and distinct from the
advocates: thus Cicero, though a good lawyer, was not pmdclls".41 This
class of jurist developed Roman law by reference to reason and logic. As
time went on skilledjurists were given special authority in the courts oflaw
so much so that at on: time a law was required to settle conflicts in the
opinions of those prudeutes who had authoriry.s!" Many of these jurists
such as Proculus and Sabinus were teachers of the law and created schools
of thought. Indeed, legal training was probably regarded as almost a
specialized university training and these schools were more or less minor
universities. Legal training W:1S a science and a precise science at that. No
doubt, the social aspect of this science was at the time cqully important.
Whatever one may say about the Roman system it cannot be doubted that
a proper legal training did not consist of a mere mechanical knowledge of
the letter of the law. It was a constructive formation with a view to the
development of law. The basic technique was that of using precedent and
decided cases to extract principles applicable to a further case. This also is
different from the construction of abstract principles derived from a philo-
sophy.

34

The Roman spirit of logical reasoning infected the contincntnl societies
when Roman law was received into their structure. In spite of the cedi-
fication that took place in the 19th century the same spirit prevails, although
classical texts may not be binding authorities. In the Roman-Dutch
systems they still are, where the law has not been modified by Dutch ideas.
The attitude to law which regards it as a social science based 011 precedent
and not a mere matter of letters or words is originally Roman.

41, "The Science of Law," in TI,e L~~'lCy 0( R,'I//(' (cd, Bailey), Pl'. 173, lY3.
-11<1. The Law of Citations passed in the reign of Thcodosius If and Vnlcntini.ur Hl in 42(, A,D,
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In England, the study of Roman law in the universities, if it had little
substantive effect on the law itself, yet infused a spirit oflegal consciousness
and responsibility into the training oflegalminds and has certainly influenced
the development of the C01111110nlaw through the actual process and methods
of judicial decision. It will be noted that in the common law the inductive
process is just as prominent as it was in Rome.

This attitude to law as a living and growing organism is a true legacy
of Rome: it might be called the science of law. The tradition has been
transmitted to us here in Ceylon.,

Similarly, the idea that a legal tralJlIllg had educational value was
originally a Roman idea. As was mentioned above, there was a world
of difterencc between the jurist and the pleader, between a Sabinus and a
Cicero as far as legal education was concerned. The continental and
English universities took up the study of Roman law and law in general in
the same spirit of scientific interest. A good faculty of law in a university
imparts an educational background which produces good lawyers-that is
good legal thinkers and jurists, as opposed to mere pleaders, advocates,
barristers or notaries. It docs more than what a professional institution
such as a law college docs. The latter imparts a knowledge of the mere
letter of the law or some of it, while the university trains the mind to under-
stand the law and its bases, to appreciate its defects and virtues, to see it as
an organ of society designed to fulfil certain desired ends. The university
gives the lawyer a real SCIISC of the law. This is essentially a Roman idea.
That of the law college is not Roman.

In addition to the influence that Roman law has had on modern legal
technique and also on the character of legal studies, Roman law has its own
value as a subject of study for several reasons, particularly to us in Ceylon.

(i) Naturally, it demands study as the basis of a legal system still
prevailing ill a country such as Ceylon. As Holmes said, "the way to gain
a liberal view of your subject is not rcad something else, but to get to the
bottom of the subject itself." 42

(ii) For a student of law, even apart from any direct practical value
it may have, its "educational and scientific worth as forming and strengthe-
ning those habits of mind in which a lawyer's excellence consists"4.1 cannot
be overemphasized. Unlike English law, its chief rival, the Roman legal
system had great coherence. As Viscount Bryce says,

42. Holmes, Collected Leoal Papers p_ I'n.
-13. Bryce, "I'. cit. note' 11. p. 4HH_
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"There arc two capacities or mental habits on which the distinctive
excellence of a legal intellect chiefly consists-the power of applying general
principles to concrete cases, and the power of enunciating a legal proposition
with clearness and precision. Towards the formation of both of these the
writing of the Roman jurists supply more aid than do those of their modern
English rivals."44

The manner in which a Roman jurist handles a case, moving frOI;l
concrete (lct to principle and from theory to hard reality is a lesson in itself,
so much so that Savigny could compare him to a mathematician calculating
with his ideas.:" The Roman jurist's mastery of understanding principle
in terms of particular examples and of detecting in the individual case the
governing principle was, one might say, unparallclled.45u Roman law has
technical precision and in this sense it has value as a dialectical training.46

(iii) To the student oflegal history and institutions it is indispensable.
Not only docs it excmplify a degree of maturity which is remarkable for
a SY5tcmthat existed at such an early age of civilization but in its lucidity
and breadth it affords a standard by which to judge the character of a civi-
lization. The history of its own development shows how immutably law
is geared to social conditions and how a system can sow its own seeds of
change, while still avoiding caprice and arbitrariness. We can observe
with Girard that,

"There is no teaching better calculated to prevent people looking upon
the law of a zivcn moment of histor v as either an artificial arbitrary accident

F...-J " ,

at the mercy of the caprices of the legislator (the mistake of minds which
arc purely logical and ignorant of the mechanism of social life) or (as is
rather the mistake of mere practitioners) as an immutable and eternal
product." 47

Thc history of Roman law over a period of over a thousand years
ariords a study of legal development through the application of the juristic
method.

4-1. ldcm .. p. ~7i"\.

-15. .A,s quoted by BYT<"C. ibid, from I·,,//! tscruiuscrcr Zeitlin die CC.'('t.Zgdlllllg 1111.1 R.cdll.ill'i.'sf'II.'d,,!tr.
ell. 4.

-15,1. This is to be seen in the evolution of the ill.' gC//tilllll under the direction of the j{0111an jurists.
Fr icdrnann, Legal Theory (-Ith cd.), p. 50 and Moyle, lnun-r.noris [ustini.iui lustitntiourun libr! ()ulIul/or.
p. (,I deal with this point.

4(,. Girard. A1,lIl11eIElrI1l1·III,/ir •. .Ie Droi: Romain (trails. l.ctrov alld C'"ICr')J1). p. 1J.
-17. idem.,p.l:;.
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(iv) As a subject for comparative study or as a basis for comparative
studies in law, it has several uses.

(a) First, it helps to give new insights into familiar conceptions of
one's own law, just as visiting foreign countries illuminates one's apprecia-
tion of one's own coulltry. As Lcpaullc said,

"To see things in their true light we must see them from a distance,
as strangers, which is impossible when we study any phenomenon .of our
own country. That is why comparative law should be one of the necessary
elements in the training of all those who arc to shape the law for societies
in which every passing day brings new discoveries, new activities, new
sources of complexity, of passion and of hope."48

(b) Second, it helps in the understanding of foreign legal doctrines
and conceptions especially if these arc based on the Roman law. In any
event the training acquired in handling a different system of law which is
adequately advanced and systematized, such as the Roman, will certainly
facilitate the approach to other systems which Illay be necessitated in
international trade and intercourse, not to mention the conflict of laWS.49

(c) Third, it could provide a happy basis for a rapprochement between
legal systems, especially between the English and Civil systems of law.
Unification of law has practical value ill facilitating international trade and
intercourse. Ultimately, this is a desirable end in rcgard to all systcms of
law, and Roman Law, being such an important factor in modern legal
systcm~ can bc of special value.

=Travaillcr all rapprochement des peuplcs en facilitant leur mutuellc
intelligence" declares Levy Ullman, "tel doit etrc aujourdhui l' objectif
esscnticl, tcllc est l'utilitc fondamentalc des etudes comparatives .. La
legislation comparee do it tendrc de routes ses forces, dans le domaine plus
vaste de la civilisation, dont ellc est l'un des factcurs vitaux, a realiscr l'ideal
de cettc Paix universelle pour laquellc ant verse leur sang It's meilleurs des
notrcs ct, ~ laquellc jamais lcs hornmcs de routes nations n' ont tant aspire
qu' aujourdhui.">?

~S. "The Function of Cornparurivc L:I\\.' , :,,::, I hrv;]rd Law Review (1922), 1'1', K.'lH. ;-i:;~.
4<), For the value of comparative law tor this purpose see YnrcIIIJ. "Rom.m La", .IS ;] lIa,is 1.,1'

Compnr.rrivc L:I\V" ill Law: .·1 emftlr), 4 Prllxrc.'-" VoL 2. pp. :>46, 366.

:;n. "D'Urilirr- dcs Etudes Comparntivcv" 1 I.a Revue du f)rnit (1923).PI" .>x5.. 'KS.
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(Translation:) "To work for the rapprochement of peoples by
facilitating their mutual understanding, such ought to be the essential
objective today, such is the basic utility of comparative studies .. Com-
parative law ought to lend all its powers, in the wider arena of civilization
of which it is one of the vital forces, for realizing the ideal of this
universal peace for which the best of our ancestors have shed their blood,
and for which never have men of all nations longed for so much as today."

(d) Finally, foreign legislative experience is one of the most fruitful
sources of suggestion in the formulation of new laws. This need for acqU:l-
intancc with foreign legislation has led to the formation of various societies
for Comparative Legislation. This is a purely utilitarian objective but, as
Professor Yntema points out, it has been in use "from the time when the
pristine Romans sent a delegation to Greece to examine the laws of the
Hellenic cities as a preliminary to the drafting of the Twelve Tables, to
more recent days when proposed legislation is often motivated by con-
sideration of analogous provisions in foreign legal systems.">!

(v) Of course, the study of Roman law as a part of a liberal education,
whether in its historical, sociological, ethical or political aspect, is not some-
thing that should be discouraged. Roman law has its historical perspective
in the context of the gn:at civilizations that flourished. For the sociologist,
it brings to light interesting facts of the structure of Roman society in many
ways. Its ethical value is best attested by the opening passage of Justinian's
Digest which cites Ulpian as saying,

"Iustitiam namque colimus ct boui et acqui nonnam profitemur,
aeqllul1l ab iniquo separantes, licitum ab illicito disccrncnrcs, bonos non
solum mctu poenarum, vcrum ctiarn pracrniorum cxhortationc cfliccrc
cupicntcs, vcrarn nisi f.1\1or philosophiam, non simulatam aflccrantcs.">:

(Translation:) "For we cultivate justice and we profess a knowledge
of goodness and justice, distinguishing the f.1ir from the unfair, discrimi-
luting between what is permitted and what is not, desiring to make people
good not only by fear of punishments but also by encouragement through
rewards, pursuing a philosophy which is true, if I am not mistaken, and
not one which is specious."

51. YntC'1l1;1. {l/l. (if. nOlt' 4Q. P.. vn.
52. ni~l',t.1.1.1.
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The student of politics also will find much of interest in Roman law
as a concrete product of a society striving to organize itself on a satisfactory
political basis.

An attempt has been made to show very briefly and in outline how
Roman law has influenced the modern world and consequently how im-
portant it is for us today, especially in Ceylon where the Roman-Dutch
system still prevails. A description has also been given of the contribution
that the Roman science oflaw has made and the justification, flowing from
many factors, for the proper study of Roman law whether for the purposes
of a correct knowledge of legal systems such ,H ours or in the context of
widcr objectives concerned with legal education, liberal training and prc-
gressivc goals in a developing world.

As a fitting conclusion to this study, one may be permitted to quote the
words of one of the greatest Romanists of our time, W. W. Buckland, one
time Regius Profcssor of Civil Law in the University of Cambridgc.

"Roman law, next to Christianity, was the greatcst factor in the creation
of modem civilization, and it is the greatest intellectual legacy of Rome."53

C. F. AMERASINGHE

:;:;. Journal of the Socicry of Public Teachers flf Law, (1()31). p. 25.


